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Re-ordering to enable our vision 
February 2022 update 

Planning for the future 
A reminder of what we said in October 2019 
about our plans. The parish vision is  

and our mission starts with hospitality. This is 
more than the quality of our refreshments or the 
welcome on a Sunday morning. It is how we 
engage with people, whoever and wherever they 
are, and how we open our lives and spaces to the 
community around us. Sharing our lives involves 
responding to invitations and offering our church 
as a space to be shared with others. 
  How do we invite others to share our space at St 
Peter’s if our space is not suitable? It needs to be 
accessible and inviting to as many people as 
possible. So, we need to think about how people 
can get into the building and access it once inside 
and how people are made comfortable in terms 
of warmth, light and sound. 
  Being open to people beyond our congregation 
has seen a significant growth in children and 
young people at St Peter’s over the last few years. 
Despite the impact of Covid, we are still blessed 
with a good size group , who often bring parents 
with them, lowering the age profile of the 
congregation. 
  We can have 20 or more baptisms a year and are 
surrounded by a residential community to which 
people move to start a family. We usually have 
10or more weddings each year, with all the 
potential for on-going connections with those 
couples and their families. 
  Out calling is to be the Church for all people in 
our parish, which demands a generous hospitality 
with proper spaces for all this work, so we are 
planning a re-ordering. This leaflet covers phase 1 

of this reordering. There may be more work to 
come. 
  God is alive outside our church, as well as inside. 
Responding to what God is putting in our hearts, 
we need to look outwards, while ensuring that our 
church facilities support our mission to the 
community. 
The need for change 
St Peter’s church is an ancient Grade 2* listed 
building. It has not been significantly modernised in 
recent times and has various shortcomings for a 
21st century church: eg, wheelchair access, the 
different levels in the west end, the dangers serving 
hot drinks, cramped fellowship space and no 
accessible toilet. 
  It is on a main route into town with more than 600 
people walking past every day. We would love our 
church to be available to casual passers-by and for 
community activities,  connecting people with the 
presence of God. To ensure our building is available 
and engaging for our community, we may need 
more re-ordering than the plans outlined here. 
  The plans for Phase 1 of our re-ordering include: 
Meeting space for children and youth groups 
Provision for other community groups to meet 
Flexibility of worship and other use 
Circulation space at the west end of church 
Improved hospitality area and kitchen facilities 
Improved accessibility (including wheelchair access) 
With these, we can develop new church activities: 
Young families support 
Coffee mornings 
After-school activities 
Lunch club, perhaps with 
Caversham Champions to end 
Loneliness 
Youth activities 
Alternative worship opportunities such as café 
church or contemporary worship 
Meeting space for hire (such space in Caversham is 
heavily booked). 
 

One of our key needs is to improve and enlarge the 
fellowship area to improve not only accessibility 
and hospitality but also community space and 
flexibility for worship and church use. 

www.stpetercaversham.org.uk/reordering/ 

We last presented plans to you about reordering 
St Peter’s in October 2019. Since then we have 
had the Covid pandemic which has prohibited 
much of our work on these plans We are now 
ready to bring back to you some further pro-
posals on which we seek your views. These will 
help the CLT make the right decisions. 
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Scheme A We commissioned our architects JBKS to deliver plans for the four themes above. We 

presented these to you in October 2019: 

Accessibility 

Toilets— two toilets directly accessible from the floor of the Nave, including wheelchair access, and a 
third in the current kitchen as part of a standalone meeting space. 

Steps and Trip Hazards—to avoid all those steps and ramps, the plans provide a raised nave floor to 
provide a fellowship area and an enlarged platform inside the main door. This platform extends round to 
the second porch door and includes a permanent ramp for wheelchair users. It also extends the other way 
to take out two steps up to the current kitchen. The platform provides space for the font to be moved 
next to the door, allowing Baptism to be the sacrament of welcoming people into Christ’s Church. 

Flexibility 

Young People Provision— the larger, open West End, complete with easy access kitchen/servery and 
toilets, allows for safer fellowship time after services, room for tables to sit at and space to avoid faster-
moving worshippers. Its flexibility means it could also be used for the Parish Youth Club. Secondly, the 
new parent and toddler area at the west end of the south aisle provides a permanent, dedicated area for 
them to play in while worshipping. Thirdly, space is provided in the re-ordered tower for part of Sunday 
Club to meet. 

West End Gallery—the plan, with the current kitchen opened up, includes stairs to a slightly extended 
gallery and a toilet under the stairs, providing not only space for work with young people but also meeting 
space for small groups and a self-contained meeting space for community use. 

Flexible Worship Space— removal of a few pews at the west end allows some space to experiment with 
alternative forms of worship that might attract new worshippers who prefer  non-traditional worship. 

Hospitality 

Hospitality is central to our understanding of God and, therefore, God’s church. The church regularly 
provides refreshments after services and after fund-raising events but the existing kitchen is cramped and 
accessed via four steep steps. It fails to offer an hospitable welcome or an obviously safe and practical 
space. To serve up to 150 people without putting volunteers or guests at risk from trip hazards, the plans 
provide for a self-contained kitchen unit, fully equipped and complete with storage space. In front of it is 
a servery, avoiding food and drink being carried through guests, worshippers or volunteers. From the 
porch, the kitchen/servery provides visual evidence of the welcome on offer. 

Community 

Community Interaction— removing a limited number of pews from the west end allows for a wheelchair 
accessible fellowship area with the immediate promise of a welcoming kitchen and servery, while still 
revealing the beauty of the historic building. The meeting room in the tower provides another useful 
community space. 

Contingent Needs 

The plan retains space for flower arranging with purpose-designed storage space, together with other 
miscellaneous storage (e.g. ladders, chairs, cleaning equipment): adequate and well-organised storage for 
all the items needed for the efficient operation of the church. The storage in the East end of the church is 
unchanged. The plans will include recommendations for efficient and economic alternatives to the 
heating system in the west end which could be applied in future to the whole church. Consideration will 
be given to all wall and floor memorials impacted. 

Accessibility, Flexibility, Hospitality, Community 
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Scheme A plan 
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Scheme A 3D 
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Scheme A comments 

In October 2019 we consulted you on Scheme A. In total 85 of you responded: 

 Most were generally or very supportive of, or even want to go further in, the plans overall 

 Most were generally or very supportive of, or even want to go further in, improving accessibil-
ity to and within the building 

 About two-thirds were generally or very supportive of, or even want to go further in, the flexi-
bility, hospitality and catering provision in the plans 

From all the responses, two areas were commented on repeatedly: 

1. A significant number commented that the provision for children and young people was not ade-
quate, suggesting that the planned space in the tower was no replacement for current space. 
Many of those making these comments suggested thinking again about this. 

2. A significant number commented on pew removal, the bulk of those suggesting removal of all 
pews.  

In late 2019 and early 2020 we therefore commissioned our architects to develop a Scheme B that 

provided different spaces for children and young people’s ministry and removed the majority of the pews. 

We are presenting this scheme to you for the first time today. 

 

Scheme B proposal 
Over the page are two drawing showing Scheme B, which is a modest reworking of Scheme A. The west 
end tower works, new toilets, kitchen, entrance to the building, all remain the same as Scheme A. 

All the pews are removed, except a few retained for historical purposes to allow visitors to see examples 
of the pews. These are placed against the north wall. 

The level of the floor has been raised and is now the same throughout the whole of the nave, including 
the west end. This level is the same as that of the chancel, meaning there is no step up to the chancel, or 
either of the two side chapels. 

The Lady Chapel is now enclosed with a glass screen at full height to make it sound and heat retaining. 
The chapel becomes a multi-use space either for worship, children and young peoples use, or for hire dur-
ing the week. 

With the nave now being free of pews it now become entirely flexible for worship, concerts, events, 
meetings, young people, entertainment, and many other functions. 

 

 

 

 

We now need your comments on Scheme B. Please use the separate questionnaire to provide your 
feedback. 

Accessibility, Flexibility, Hospitality, Community 
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Scheme B plan 
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Scheme B 3D 
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Scheme C proposal 
In discussion with the Diocese of Oxford about this proposal, concern was expressed that the raising of 
the floor throughout the nave would not be acceptable because it interfered with ledger stones in the 
floor and the aspect ratio of the pillars (the floor coming too high up the pillars). The Diocese asked us to 
prepare a Scheme C plan that retained the nave floor at the existing level. 

Over the page are two drawings showing Scheme C, which retains the existing floor level, but otherwise 
retains most of the aspects of Scheme B including removing all pews (except a few retained for historical 
purposes); the Lady Chapel is enclosed with a glass screen at full height; the nave becomes entirely flexi-
ble. 

The tower is lowered more than in Scheme B to a height one step down from the main entrance, and two 
steps above the nave floor. A new layout of platform is created from the entrance towards the tower. 
This platform has ramps on it to allow disabled access down to the nave. 

Because the nave floor remains at its existing level, there is still a step up into the chancel. The current 
proposal shows the chancel floor level extending into the nave from north to south (in front of both chap-
els). It would have disabled access at the north and south ends to allow those with mobility issues to get 
into the chancel or chapels. We think this is one option, but we want to consider other options for man-
aging this remaining change in floor level. 

We now need your comments on Schemes B & C.  
Please use the separate questionnaire to provide your feedback. 
Your responses will help the Church Leadership Team make the right decisions as we move forward. 

Accessibility, Flexibility, Hospitality, Community 

Costs 
 

 

 

 

 

 

These costs include provision of all buildings 

works, fees and contingencies. We have allowed 

for the cost of a lighting upgrade and new chairs. 

Scheme Cost estimate 

A 695,000 

B 840,000 

C TBC 
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Scheme C plan 
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Re-ordering will 
respect the historical 
and ecclesiastical 
significance of St 
Peter’s. The Diocesan 
Buildings Advisors 
have already given 
us good advice, and 
resulted in 3 options 
to consult on. All 
changes will be 
subject to further 
discussion with the 
Diocese, Victorian 
Society, 
congregation and 
community. 
 
We hope you agree 
that these are 
exciting plans. Do 
please fill in  a 
questionnaire and 
return it to the 
reordering 
committee so we can 
know what you feel 
about our proposals.  

Please support St Peter’s  Re-ordering Appeal 
 

We are discussing as a church and parish how we use some of our 
own resources to fund this project. But we know we will have to 

appeal to our own congregation for help, as well as the wider 
community and outside bodies. Your generosity will help the church 

in achieving this target. 
  Please complete the separate donation form and place your form 

and/or cheque in the box provided. 
  You can give in two ways or make a pledge to support the appeal in 

future: 
By cheque payable to: 

St Peter’s Church Caversham Appeal Account 
By electronic transfer to this account: 

Sort Code: 20-71-03 
Account no: 10998745 

Reference: please include your name as the payment reference 
By pledging to give a specific amount to the appeal by a future date. 
For more information, speak to the church treasurer, Pat Macgregor, 

one of the clergy, a churchwarden or Richard Larkin. 


